EC MOTOR FAN ARRAYS

EC Motor vs. AC Motor
Energy Comparison for Large Air Handling Fan Systems
Standard AC motors are designed to run at

Electronically Commutated Motors (ECMs or

50% to 100% of rated load, with an optimum

EC Motors) offer superior part load efficiency,

efficiency at 70% to 90% load. Thus, a

where variable airflow Air Handling Units

7.5-horsepower, 3450 RPM, 3 Phase AC motor

(AHUs) spend nearly all of their operating

has an acceptable load range of 5.25 to 7.5

hours. This article compares the energy

horsepower, with peak efficiency of about

consumption of these two fan systems.

89% at 75% load. To adjust fan speed, Variable
Frequency Drives (VFDs) are used, which have
a parasitic energy consumption of 1% - 3%
across the entire operating range of the fan(s)

Operating point:
5,000 CFM / 4.5 in.W.C

powered by the VFD(s).
In order to efficiently control AC motor fans
arranged in an array, motors should be loaded
as fully as possible. This can be achieved
through a complex control system that involves
staging fans on and off. However, this is
expensive, proprietary (patented) technology
that requires a VFD for every fan motor, and
could result in uneven airflow across other air
handing unit components.
Often, multiple fans are connected to a single
VFD, or multiple VFDs are connected to
multiple fans and controlled on a common
speed signal. In both cases, standard AC
motors are placed in a low-load, inefficient

Standard fan’s full load brake horsepower (BHP) is
5.75 HP, using a 7.5 HP, 3450 rpm motor.
• Note that this value does not account for
		 bearing losses, motor losses, or VFD power
		consumption

operating conditions most of the operating
hours.
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EC Motor vs. AC Motor
Energy Comparison for Large Air Handling Fan Systems
At full load, the equivalent standard plenum
fan uses 6.90 HP to run the same operating
point that an ECM fan can run using 5.74 HP, or
a difference of 15.8%
At part load, the difference becomes drastic.

Q-PAC ECM fan’s input system power is 5.74 HP,
using a 7.0 HP motor
• This value is the amount of energy consumed
		 make the fan run at this operating point, there
		 are no additional losses to account for

Standard fans require additional analysis to
compute how much energy is actually input to

Image 1 – Typical efficiency curves for 3600RPM,
3PH, 60HZ motors

make the fan run at the given operating point.
The first to account for is bearing loss, which is

At 70% airflow, output power is 2.01 HP (bearing

about 2%.

losses factored in), which is 26.9% of the 7.5
HP motor. Referencing Image 1 again, it shows

At 5.87 HP, the motor is at 78.3% of the 7.5 HP

approximately 85% motor efficiency.

motor’s load. Using Image 1, at 78.3% load, the
motor is approximately 88% efficient.

Re-selecting the ECM fan at the 70% CFM
operating point, and referencing.

In order to use this direct drive plenum fan, a
VFD is required, and a typical 7.5 HP VFD has a

The new operating point is 3500 CFM / 2.21 in.

power loss equal to 0.23 HP.

W.C, and the new input system power is 2.00 HP.
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The efficiency difference at 70% airflow

Q-PAC™ EC Motor Fan Systems commonly

between a standard fan and a Q-PAC ECM

consume 5%-15% less power at full load and

is 22.8%.

as much as half the power at part load,
compared to traditional AC motor fan systems.

At 40% airflow, output power is 0.38 HP

They are also usually lower first cost, more

(bearing losses factored in), which is 5.0% of

compact, lower maintenance, and weigh

the 7.5 HP motor. Referencing Image 1 again, it

less than standard arrays. All parts are hand-

shows approximately 53% motor efficiency.

replaceable (no rigging equipment required)
and in stock in North America. Please contact

Re-selecting the ECM fan 40% airflow, and

us through your local representative, or at

referencing.

info@q-pac.com.

The new operating point is 2000 CFM / 0.72
in.W.C, and the new input system power is
0.47 HP.
The efficiency difference at 40% airflow
between a standard fan and a Q-PAC ECM is
50.5%.
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